ABSTRACT. An algorithm is presented for computing exactly general solutions for systems of linear equations with integer or polynomial coefficients. The algorithm applies modular homomorphisms--reductions modulo a prime and evaluations eventually applying a Gaussian elimination algorithm to systenis with coefficients in GF(p). Then, by applying interpolation and the Chinese Remainder Algorithm, a general solution is obtained if the system is found to be consistent. Also included is a modular algorithm for matrix multiplication, as required for substitution tests. The computing times of these modular algorithms are analyzed. The computing time bounds, which dominate these times, are obtained as functions of the size of the system and the numeric coefficient and degree sizes of the system coefficients. A comparison with similar bounds for the exact division algorithm reveals the clear superiority of the modular algorithm.
Introduction
[.1. SOME HISTORICAL COMMENTS ON THE I~ROBLEM. In recent years interest in the exact, or symbolic, computer solution of systems of linear equations has increased markedly and a corresponding effort has been directed to this problem. In this time remarkable progress has been made in the design and analysis of algorithms for solving systems of linear equations. Such systems are most often encountered with integer or rational number coefficients. Direct methods such as Gaussian or Gauss-Jordan elimination [26] employ rational operations and are consequently, in general, inefficient for exact computation. In particular, the computation of greatest common divisors (GCD's) and the phenomenon of integer coefficient growth restrict the applicability of these methods considerably. Moreover, the extension of these methods to the case of polynomial or rational function coefficients witnesses the related phenomenon of degree growth as wcll (see [6] for some experiences with this problem).
These phenomena--integer coefficient growth and degree growth--which have been alternately referred to by the phrase "intermediate expression swell," have been detailed and major advances in their control have been made for the very problem of polynolnial G C D calculation (see [8] for a historical development). Thus G C D computations not in the natural way; i.e. for any two elements (K, H) and (J, I) of ~ X ~, we have (K,H) > (J,I) wheneverK> JorK = JandH> I. Some helpful notation is introduced here. Let A be an m X n matrix and let il, • • • , i, and j\, • • • , jt be sequences of integers such that 1 < i~ <_ m and 1 _< jh _< n for 1 < k < s and 1 :< h <_ t. Then the matrix consisting of the elements of A common to rows il, • • • , i, and columns jr, ... j, in that order is denoted by A |/." "'" ' i' / r" ' L31, , jt.j. If s = t, its determinant is denoted by A(i~," ... , i,)." This notation is a generalization of that used in \jl, , j,/ [17] .
We now define, corresponding to any matrix A, unique elements JA C • and IA E (e. Suppose A is m × n, nonzero, and of rank r, and let Mj be the matrix consisting of the firstj eolumns of A, for 1 _< j < n. Then define Ja = (j~, "" ,jr), wherejh is the least integer j such that rank (Mj) = h. Clearly, jx < j~ < .. • < jr, and so Ja E o~. If A is a zero matrix, we take JA = ~. It is easily shown that for every matrix A, K = Ja is the unique RE sequence for A. For any m X n nonzero matrix C, consider the following two m X n matrices, Ca and Cu, defined using C, Je = (jl "'" , j~), and any permutation H = (ha, "" , h~) ~ (PC: :
I:(hl, ....... ,,h~) for l <k < r, 0~ (k, j) = \~,, ..., j~_~
otherwise;
................
C~(k,j) = \J~,"',jk-x ,j, jk+~,'", j,
0 otherwise.
If C is a zero matrix, we take Cn = On = C. It is not difficult to show, using the definition of Jc, that 0n is an RE matrix and Ca is an RRE matrix, each having RE sequence
Je. We shall denote Ca and 0x simply by 0 and 0 for H = Ie. It can further be shown that a particular version of the exact division algorithm, which we denote by F, when applied to a matrix C, computes 0 during the forward elimination and computes 0 as a result of the complete diagonalization. The mapping F requires that the pivot searches and row interchanges be performed in a specific way (see the discussion of Algorithm CRRE in Section 3.2). The proof of the above assertions is straightforward but tedious and the reader is referred to [24] for the details.
Thus we can write C = F (C). Analysis of the mapping r shows that C is row equivalent (in ~) to C and so C is an RRE form for C. It is in fact true that, for each H E (Pc, Cn is an RRE form for C because, by applying row interchanges to C, the matrix C' can be obtained, where C' (k, j) = C (hk, j). Then the exact division algorithm applied to C' computes C' = r(C'),whereJc, = Jcand Ic, = (1, 2, ... ,m). Thus for eachH E @c,, Cx will be referred to as a determinantal RRE (DRRE) form for C. The matrix C will be called the canonical DRRE form for C in the sense that it is uniquely defined and effectively computable.
For H = (hi, "" , hm) E ~c, define (hi,-.., h~) (3) ~.(C) = C j,, ,j. / and for C zero, deline 5~(C) = 0. Then the diagonal elements of C~ all equal ~tH(C) as their common value. For H = lc, we shall denote ~H(C) simply by ~(C).
We turn now to the construction of general solutions for systems of linear equations, the basic construction being that for obtaining a null space basis for a matrix from an RRE form. Suppose E is an m × n nonzero RRE matrix with RE sequence ,IE = (jl, "'" , j,), r < n, and common diagonal value d. Let 1 _< kl < k2 < "" < k,_, < n be the sequence of integers which complements jl, j2, "" • , jr with respect to 1, 2, • • • , n. Let Z be the n × n -r matrix defined by
Z(j,,j) = E(i, ki), Z(kj, u) = {-d,
It is not hard to show that EZ = 0 and that the columns of Z are linearly independent. Moreover, if E is an RRE form for a matrix C, then C = UE for some m × m matrix U sinceC and E are row equivalent, and so CZ = (UE)Z = U(EZ) = O. This gives the following theorem. THEOREM l. Let C be an m X n nonzero malrix wilh Jc = (j 1, "" • , j~), r < n, and let E be an RRE form for C with common diagonal value d. If Z is the n X n--r matrix defined by (4) , then Z is a null space basis for C.
If C is the augmented matrix of a consistent system of linear equations, then this theorem provides a type of general solution for the system. THEOREM 2. Let C = (A, B) be the augmented matrix of a consistent linear system AX = B, where A is m X n and nonzero and B is m X q. Let E be an m X n ~ RRE form ? for C, n = n + q, with common diagonal value d and rank r. Let Z t be the n t X n'-r matrix defined from E and Jc according to (4) [] If in Theorem 2 the matrix E is a DRRE form Cx for C, then a special class of general linear equations solutions is obtained. Each member of this class (6,(C), Y, Z) will be referred to as a delerminantal general linear equations solution (DLES) or simply determinantal general solution. The particular DLES corresponding to H = Ic (i.e. that constructed from the canonical DRRE form C) will be called the canonical DLES: (~ (C), Y,Z).
1.3. AN OUTL1NE OF THE REMAINING SECTIONS. In this Introduction the problem of exactly computing a solution to a system nf linear equations has been described, existing methods surveyed, and a basic theoretical framework established. It is against this background that the modular homomorphism algorithm, which is presented and analyzed in the following sections, has been developed. In Section 2, the basic results are obtained which concern the construction of general solutions by employing homomorphisms. Some results deal with homomorphisms in general and others with mod-p and evaluation homomorphisms in particular. In Section 3, the modular homomorphism algorithm for computing a general linear equations solution is presented. The computing time analysis of this algorithm is done in Section 4. In Section 5, the new algorithm is compared with the exact division algorithm and, also, the time for reduction of a solution to rational form is taken into account.
C~mstrucling General Solutions by Using Homomorphisms
In this section we present the basic concepts and methods employed in modular homomorphism algorithms in general and in computing DRRE forms of matrices (and hence DLES's) in particular. These methods are described in itcrative form, applying at each step either reduction modulo a prim(: and the Chinese Remainder Algorithm for integers and integral polynomials, or evaluation and interpolation for polynomials with numeric coefficients in a finite field with a prime number of elements. Not all homomorphisms ('.an b(: used in computing DRRE forms; so criteria are developed for deciding when a given homomorphism can be employed. Related to this, upper bounds on the number of unusable homomorphisms are obtained. Finally, with regard to computing both DRRE forms and general solutions, substitution tests and termination criteria for use in the modular homomorphism algorithm are described.
Let ~1 and ~2 be integral domains and let 0 be a homomorphism of ~1 to ~2 • Let ~ be the mapping of matrices over ~¢1 to matrices over ~2 induced by 0; that is, A* = ~(A), for A a matrix over ~1, if each element of A* satisfies A*(i, j) = O(A (i, j)). If for matrices R, S, T, U over ~i, R -t-S and T. U are defined, then ~ behaves like a homomorphism:
~(R + S) = ~(R) + ~(S) and ~(TU) = ~(T)~(U).
The convention we use is as follows. We denote b simply by 0 and refer to each such mapping 0 as a homomorphism, with the proviso that 0 is applied only to matrix sums and products which are defined.
2.1. MOD-p HO~IOMORPUlSMS AND THE CHINESE REMAINDER ALGORITHM. l~'or any prime p E I, let Iv be the finite field of integers modulo p and let ,pp be the unique homomorphism of I onto Ip such that Cp (a) = a for 0 _~ a < p. This homomorphism induces a homomorphism of I [xl, .. • , x,] onto Ip[xl, • .. , x,], s > 1, in a natural way (i.e. such that the numeric coefficients of an integral polynomial are mapped by Cp into Ip). Wc denote each such induced homomorphism also by ,pp and refer to each ,pp as a mod-p homomorphism. Similarly, the mappings induced by Cp on matrices over I[xj, ... , x,], s > 0, will be denoted by ¢~.
Suppose pl, • • • , pt are distinct odd primes and let a~ C Ip~, 1 < i _~ t. By the Chinese Remainder Theorem, there is a unique integer a such that ai = ,pv~ (a) for 1 < i < t, and -Pl "'" pJ2 < a < pl "" pt/2. One method for computing a from al, ." , at and p~, ... , pt is an iterative version of the Chinese Remainder Algorithm due to Garner (see [20, pp. 253-254] , where the pi are assumed only to be relatively prime). The steps are as follows:
Step 1. Setb~ = at ;ifa~_> p~/2, replace bj by b~ --p~.
Step 2. [x~, ... , x,] , such that Cv~(A) = A~ and each integer coefficient of A is less than pi"" p~/2 in magnitude, can bc constructed by applying the above algorithm to corresponding integer coefficients of the A~. Hence suppose, for each 1 < i _< l, that M (1) is an m X n matrix over Ip~[xl, • .. , x,] , s > O. Let M be the unique matrix over I [xl, ." , x,] such that ~,p~ (M) = M (i) and each element of M has integer ceofficients less than pl "'" pt/2 in magnitude. Then M can be computed by applying the Chinese Remainder Algorithm for polynomials to corresponding elements of the M (~).
Suppose c is a bound on the magnitudes of the integer coefficients of the elements of a matrix M over 
CH(i
for 1 < i _< r and j~ < j < n and j # j~, i < u < r. Hence if c bounds the norms of these elements, then we will know that Cu has been computed by the Chinese Remainder Algorithm whenever the primes used satisfy pl "" p~/2 > c. One We note that if for each i, a~ is chosen from I~, then C~ is in Ip[xl, •. • , x,-1] and hence A~ is in I [Xl, "" , x,] . This will be the case in the modular algorithm. We note that all ¢~ and all ~ are, in fact, classed togcther as modular homomorplfisms and that the Incremental Interpolation Algorithm is, in fact, an example of a Chinese Rcmainder Algo-570 MICHAEL T. MCCLELLAN rithm (see [20, pp. 394-395] , [8] , and especially [22] for an in-depth study of thesc concepts).
For , each of whose elements has degree at most q and such that ~oi(M) = M (~), 0 < i < q, can be constructed by applying the Incremental Interpolation Algorithm to corresponding elements of the M (°. Similar to the situation for mod-p homomorphisms, let M = CH, a DRRE form for a nonzero m × n matrix C over Ip[xl, ... , x,] , and lct g be a bound on the degrees in xo of the possibly nonzero elements of CH : (h 1, . We next apply this theorem in obtaining the following bound on the degrec of a dcterminant, which will give a better bound on the degrees of the elements of C, than can be obtained using Theorem 4 directly. On the other hand, suppose (Ja, IA) # (JA*, Ia.) and let Ja. = (31 , "", 3,.) and Ia. = (i1", ..., ~*). Then applying Theorem 9, either (1) r > r*; or (2) r = r* and Ja < JA* ; or (3) r = r*, Ja = JA., and IA < Ia.. In each of these cases, it can be shown that there is a k : 1 _< k < r such that (i:, ,%=o.
\31, ,3k/
We summarize in the following theorem• THEOREM 10. Let A be a matrix over ~ and let A* = 0 (A ). Then (Ja, Ia) = (Ja., 1A.)
if and only
We now apply this theorem to obtain a bound on the number of rejected homomorphisms for a nonzero matrix A. Such a bound will, of course, bound the number of noncommuting homomorphisms for A. By Theorem 10, a homomorphism 0 is rejected if and only if A* ii,'", = 0, for somek. is given by p = ~=1 pk.
SUBSTITUTION TESTS AND TERMINATION CRITERIA. Consider the substitution test
CZ = 0 employed in the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2, where Z is constructed from some RRE matrix E according to formula (4) in Section 1.2. In the modular homomorphism algorithm for solving linear equations, E is most likely the most recent iterate in the construction of a DRRE form C., H C (Pc, by the Chinese Remainder Algorithm or by the Incremental Interpolation Algorithm. The success of this test provides additional information, i.e. it determines the RE sequence of C. THEOREM 11. Let C be an m X n nonzero matrix of rank r < n and E an m X n nonzero
RRE matrix of rank r' _< r, where Jc ~_ J~ if r' = r. Suppose Z is the matrix constructed from E according to formula (4). Then if CZ = O, it follows that Jc = JE .
PROOF. If either r' < r or r' = r and Jc < JE, it can be shown by using standard arguments that CZ = 0 is impossible, contrary to hypothesis. [] If C = (A, B) is the augmented matrix of a linear system, then Jc can be used to test whether or not the system is consistent• If it is, then a general solution can then be obtained from the matrix Z, as described in Thcorem 2. This is how Theorem 11 will be PROOF. Suppose H ~ Ic and let k be the least integer such that hk ~ ik (i.e. hk > ik), whereH = (hi, "-',hm) andIc = (il, .-.,im).Ofcourse, k _< r. SincealltheC (~) have Ic-) = H, it follows by Theorem 10 that ~ (~k(C)) = 0 for b -t-1 distinct evaluation homomorphisms. This is impossible, since there are at most deg (~k(C)) such homomorphisms (Section 2.4) and since deg (~k(C)) _< b. Hence H = Iv, and by applying Theorem 6 we must have E = C. [] Returning to the substitution test, we note that the bulk of the computation consists in a matrix multiplication. This test can be made more efficient and elegant in the following way. For E an m X n RRE matrix with JE = (jl, "" • ,j~) and common diagonal value d, define the nondiagonal part 1~ of E as follows. If r = n, then/~ has the value 0, and if r < n, then E is the r X n-r submatrix of E: 
If Z is the n X n-r matrix defined from E by formula (4), then CZ = C'1~ -d.C", and so an equivalent form of the substitution test is
This is the form to be employed in the modular algorithm and it will yield computing time bounds more representative of the substitution tests. Suppose C = (A, B) is the m X nq-q augmented matrix of a consistent linear system AX = B, where A is m X n, and suppose cq. (7) is satisfied by/~ and d. Then a general solution (d, Y, Z) is obtained if Z is the n X n-r matrix and Y is the n X q matrix defined as follows:
A Modular Homomorphism Algarithm for Solving Linear Equations
In this section we present an algorithm for computing a general solution (d, Y, Z) for a system of linear equations AX = B with coefficients in I[xl , ... , x,], s >_ O. The algorithm is best presented as three separate algorithms--an outer, a middle, and an inner algorithm--corresponding roughly to three distinct levels in computing the solution. The outer or main algorithm (PLES) applies mod-p homomorphisms and the Chinese Remainder Algorithm to obtain a general solution of the system C = (A, B) or reports that it is inconsistent. This algorithm employs the middle algorithm (CPRRE) to corn-pute the canonical DRRE forms for the mod-p homomorphic images C* of C. Evaluation homomorphisms and the Incremental Interpolation Algorithm for Ip [x 1, "'" , x,] are applied in the middle algorithm, which is recursive in the number of variables. At the lowest level of recursion, the inner algorithm (CRRE) is applied to compute the canonical DRRE forms of matrices over the finite fields Ip by employing a Gaussian elimination algorithm. These algorithms are presented in the order: PLES, CPRRE, CRRE. Finally, to apply the substitution test (7), modular algorithms for matrix multiplication and for multiplying a matrix by a single element are given. 3.1. THE OUTER AND MIDDLE ALGORITHMS. In the outer and middle algorithms an iterative process takes place, as described in Section 2, and at each step a new RRE matrix E is constructed as the next iterate by the Chinese Remainder Algorithm or by the Incremental Interpolation Algorithm. What has not been discussed is how Theorem 9 is applied to pairs (J, I) E ~ × (P. The typical situation is as follows for either mod-p or evaluation homomorphisms 0.
A sequence of homomorphisms 0~, which will be referred to as being retained, has been applied and the DRRE forms 'C (~) for the matrices C (~) = 0~ (C) have been computed.
J_(~)
Each C (i) has the same rank r, RE sequencc ~ " = J, and permutation It(i) = I. E is the most recent iterate in the construction of some matrix F such that Oi(F) = C (i), defined as follows, using J = (jl, "'" , jr) and I = (il, ... , ira): 
(c) r* = rand (J*,I*) = (J, 1).
If (a) occurs, then the new homomorphism 0 is discarded and is not used to compute a new iterate E; the 0~ are still retained. If (b) Occurs, then the previously retained homomorphisms 0~ are discarded along with the previous iterate E, 0 becomes the lone retained homomorphism, and E becomes the new first iterate, constructed using only C*. If (c) occurs, then 0 is retained along with the 0i, and the next iterate E is constructed using ~ and the preceding iterate. Thus, if a homomorphism is discarded, it is known to be a rejected homomorphism by Theorem 9. It is not yet known if the currently retained homomorphisms are, in fact, accepted homomorphisms. They are, in any case, those for which 0~ (C) has maximal rank and minimal pair (J, I) E ~ X (P among all homomorphisms considered thus far. A similar technique for retaining and discarding homomorphisms has been used by Borosh and Fraenkel [4] ; a variant on their method is described in [5] .
We will continue the discussion of this process after the algorithms have been presented. Recall that in place of the RRE matrices E and C*, we compute their common diagonal values d and d* = ~ (C*) and their nondiagonal parts W = ~ and W* = C -~, respectively. We first present the main algorithm, which computes a general solution to a system of linear equations with coefficients that are integers or multivariate polynomials over the integers. Note that this algorithm requires that a list £ of distinct odd primes is available, from which primes may be selected in order.
ALGORITHM PLES
Input: Anm X n' matrix C over l[x~ , ... , xs] , s >_ O, and an integer n : 1 _< n < n'. C = (A, B) is the augmented matrix of the linear system AX = B, where A is m X n and nonzero and B is mXq, q=n'--n. Step 1.
The Exact Solution of Systems of Linear
[Initialize] Set r = 0.
Step 2. [Apply a mod-p homomorphism] If the list ,,~ is exhausted, the algorithm terminates in failure. Otherwise, obtain the next prime p and compute C* = ~p(C). If C* is zero, go to step 2.
Step Most of the individual steps of Algorithm PLES have been discussed, and so its general execution should be fairly clear. The following remarks serve to complement that discussion, focusing on some interesting features of the algorithm. Upon applying the first homomorphism ~p for which d*, J*, I*, and W* are obtained, we will have r* > r = 0 in step 4 and so r, d, J, I, W, and h will be initially defined in step 5. Note that r* is simply the length of sequence J*. The test J*[r*] > n in step 4 will detect an inconsistent system. The remaining tests in step 4 detect the cases (11a), (llb), and (11c) above, with the appropriate choice of the next step. Note that in step 6, h = pl "'" pt-1, the product of the primes currently retained prior to this iteration.
The equality test applied to successive iterates, d and d' and W and W', in step 7 is intended to delay the substitution test in step 8 until the earliest point at which it most likely will succeed. One very good reason for this is, of course, the large amount of computation required for matrix multiplication as compared with testing matrix equality (see Section 4.4). Another reason concerns the most likely behavior of the algorithm, which is considered in Section 4.4.
We know that the equality test will eventually succeed, because the successive iterates E berg effectively constructed in step 6 will eventually produce E = F, an RRE matrix defined using eq. (10), if sufficiently many q~p are retained. If this happens, the next iterate E ~ will also equal F, giving a successful equality test. If, however, case (11b) occurs for some ~ before E = E p occurs, the process begins again with a larger rank r and a new pair (J, I) or with the same rank r but a smaller pair (J, I). By Theorem 9, the number of times this discarding process can occur is clearly bounded for a given matrix C. Hence the equality test eventually succeeds and the substitution test is then applied in step 8. Note that this argument also assures that the inconsistent system test J*[r*] > n in step 4 eventually succeeds for C inconsistent.
Continuing the above argument, the substitution test will eventually succeed. If equality occurs when J ~ Jc, the substitution test will fail, by Theorem 11. Eventuallsr the retained ~p will produce a common RE sequence J = Jc, and when this happens, it will also be true that I E (Pc. In this case F = C~ is being constructed, and if sufficiently many ~p are retained, the equality test and then the substitution test will succeed, the latter assertion following from Theorem 1. If I ~ Ic, then possibly the retained ~ will 57~ MICHAEL T. McCLELLAN be discarded and the process begun again with a smaller permutation I C (Pc-Of course, this can occur only a finite number of times before the equality and substitution tests succeed.
If a "worst" case did occur for a matrix C, it would be one in which every rejected homomorphism was employed--and later discarded--in such an order that as many as possible of the DRRE forms C~ as well as other RRE matrices F were constructed or nearly constructed. The occurrence of such a worst case and even the occurrence of a rejected homomorphism are very unlikely events. An argument to this effect is given in Section 4.4.
Thus once the substitution test is passed, a general solution (d, Y, Z) is constructed in step 9, as specified at the end of Section 2.5. As observed above, the general solution computed is a DLES.
We now give the middle algorithm, an evaluation homomorphism algorithm for computing the canonical DRRE form of a matrix of polynomials over Ip or simply a matrix over ]p. Step 2.
ALGORITHM CPRRE
[Initialize] Setr =0, a = p, k = 0.
Step 3. [Apply an evaluation homomorphism] Set a = a --1. If a < 0, the algorithm terminates in failure. Otherwise, set C* = ',I,a(C). If C* is zero, go to step 3.
Step 4. Apply Algorithm CPRRE recursively to C*, obtaining d* = ~(C*), J* = Jc*, 1" = lc* , and nondiagonal part W* for ~.
Step 5. [Apply rejection tests] Set r* = rank(C*). If r* > r, go to step 6. If r* < r, go to step 3. If (J*, 1") < (J, I), go to step 6. If (J*, I*) > (J, I), go to step 3. Otherwise, go to step 7.
Step 6. 
. Recompute E(x) = (x --a).E(x).
If k = 1, go to step 11.
Step 8. Note that steps 2-9 of this algorithm are a direct parallel with steps 1-8 of Algorithm PLES and that the remarks concerning initialization and rejection tests apply similarly to CPRRE (steps 2 and 5). There are basic differences, of course. In step 1 the inner algorithm, CRRE, is evoked when C is over Ip. The elements a = p -1, p --2, • • • of I~ are used for the evaluation homomorphisms To. For large primes p, this should be ample. There are obvious differences from PLES in steps 3, 6, and 7 due to replacing reduction modulo a prime and the Chinese Remainder Algorithm by evaluation and interpolation in Ip[x~, ... , x,] (Section 2.2). The same form for the equality and substitution tests in steps 8 and 9 are used as for PLES.
Following the successful substitution test, the flag k is set to 1 and the DRRE degree bound b is computed. Thereafter, following each interpolation step, the bound b is compared with deg (E(x) ), which equals the number of currently retained homomorphisms • ~. We know from Section 2.4 that b is an upper bound on the number of currently re- Similar observations made concerning the eventual success of the equality and substitution tests for Algorithm PLES can be made for CPRRE. Moreover, as for PLES, the occurrence of even one rejected evaluation homomorphism in CPRRE is unlikely. The reasons for this are outlined in Section 4.4.
The Exact Solution of Systems oJ' Linear Equations
3.2. THE INNER ALGORITHM. At the innermost level of the modular homomorphism algorithm, a nonzero matrix C over a finite field IT is effectively transformed to its canonical DRRE form C (i.e. Jc, Ic, the common diagonal value d, and the nondiagonal part W are computed). The algorithm, called CRRE, which accomplishes this employs a Gaussian elimination algorithm which computes an RRE form D over I~ for C. Suppose C is m × n and of rank r. The Gaussian elimination algorithm performs a forward elimination ("triangularization") during which ~(C), Jc, and Ic are computed, and a back substitution, completing the "diagonalization." The matrix D is then transformed to C by multiplying the first r rows of D by ~ (C). Finally, the nondiagonal part W for C is constructed. The Gaussian elimination algorithm over I~ is a classical algorithm and is not included in this paper. Such algorithms are common in the literature (see e.g. [4, 18, 24, 25] ). Algorithm CRRE most closely resembles the algorithm sketched in [4] .
We describe below the essential computations of the forward elimination which characterize this variant of Gaussian elimination. 
-~-1 if k_~ h < t.
That is, row 7k(h) of C (k) equals row h of C (k-~) for 1 < h < m. Thus C (k) (k, s) is the pivot element. The permutation I is similarly defined by changing the order of the elements:
replace This is a general form of Cramer's Rule, and in fact can be proved using that result. Detailed proofs of these assertions are straightforward but tedious, as mentioned concerning the exact division algorithm in Section 1.2, and may be found in [24] . We note that the numerators of the elements of D are the corresponding elements of C. Hence multiplying rows 1, ..-, r by d produces C, and the nondiagonal part W is easily constructed. 3.3. MATRIX MULTIPLICATION. As discussed above, in the substitution test (7), both the outer and the middle algorithms will require the computation of a matrix product and the multiplication of a matrix by an element of the integral domain (i.e. The algorithm for matrix multiplication is organized like the linear equations algorithm as outer, middle, and inner algorithms. We now outline these, beginning with the outer algorithm (MMPY), a modular homomorphism algorithm for matrix multiplication. Given matrices A and B over I[xl, ... , x,], s > O, for which the product C = AB is defined (i.e. A m × n and B n / q), compute C as follows.
I[r~(h)] by I[h], 1 < h < m. Supposing inductively that I[i] =

(k)(h, j) by C(k)(h, j) --C(k)(h, s).C(k)(k,
Step 1. Compute a bound K on the magnitudes of the integer coetlicients of the elements of C by
h--1
Step 2. For t odd primes pl such that p~ ...
pt > K, compute A* = ~,i(A) and B* = ~opi(B).
Step 3. Compute the t products A'B* by applying the evaluation homomorphism algorithm below, obtaining images C* = A'B*.
Step 4. By t iterations of the Chinese Remainder Algorithm applied to the C*, compute C as the tth iterate.
The middle algorithm (MCPMPY), an evaluation homomorphism algorithm for matrix multiplication, for A and B matrices over Ip[xl, • • • , x~] , s > O, has a similar format. The case s = 0 is handled separately in Step 1, which outlines the inner algorithm, a classical matrix multiplication algorithm.
Step 1. If A and B are over Ip, compute C = AB by taking inner products of the rows of A and the columns of B.
Step 2. Otherwise, compute a bound ~/ on the degrees in the main variable of the elements of the product AB:
Step 3. Apply ~ + 1 evaluation homomorphisms ,I,~ , obtaining A* = ,t,~ (A) and B* = ,I,,(B) for each.
Step 4. Compute n + 1 products C* = A'B* by applying the algorithm recursively.
Step 5. By n + 1 iterations of the Incremental Interpolation Algorithm applied to the C*, compute C = AB as the (n + 1)th iterate. = I~[x~, ... , x,] , an evaluation homomorphism algorithm (CPMPY) is used. These algorithms are described in [14] . We note that multiplication in I and Ip[x] is just as well accomplished by the classical algorithms. For matrix multiplication, the classical algorithm would just as well be applied for I.
Computing Time Analysis
BASIC DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION. Let f and g be real valued" functions on a set S.
If there is a positive real number c such that If(x) I -< c. I g(x) I for all x E S, then we say that fis dominated by g and we write f ~ g. If f ,~ g and g ,~ f, we say that f and g are codominant and we write f ~ g. Of course, f ,.~ g means g ~ f. This notation, which will be used to analyze the computing times of the algorithms, is due to Collins [13] (see also [8] ) and was introdtmed as an improvement to the big-O notation of Knuth [19] .
The general framework for the analysis is as follows. We are given an algorithm a and a set S of "inputs" to a. We also have a set R whose elements "describe" the inputs; i.e. corresponding to each y E R there is a unique subset Sy of S, which will be assumed to be finite and nonempty. Note that each x E S can be considered an n-tuple and each y E R an m-tuple. Let t~ (x) denote the time (in some convenient unit) to apply algorithm a to the input x. Then we can define the function Te on R by Ta(y) = maxIta(x ) : x E S~}. We call T~ the maximum computing time function for the algorithm (~ with respect to the set R. Analogously, we can define the minimum computing time function Ua for algorithm a by Ua(y) = min{t~(x) : x E S~}. For some algorithms there is a significant difference between the maximum computing time (i.e. the worst case) and the time for a typical computation. A computing time function Ve reflecting the expected behavior of an algorithm a is thus defined by V~ (y) = [~Es~ t~ (x)}/ll S~ II, where II Q I/denotes the number of elements in a finite set Q. The function Va is called the average computing time function for algorithm a with respect to set R. (These definitions of computing time functions are slightly more formal versions of definitions due to Collins. ) For each algorithm a, dominance relations for the maximum computing time functions Ta will be found; i.e. an explicitly given function f defined on R will be found such that T~ ~ f. Since clearly U~ ,~, Va ~ T~, it will also be true that U~ ft., f and V a ,~, f. For some algorithms it is possible to show that Ua ~ T~ ~-~ f, in which case we also have Va ~ f. Such functions f will be referred to appropriately as dominating or codominating functions for the maximum computing time functions of algorithm a and will be denoted by Ta p .
The analyses of the algorithms will require specifying the sets R and the mappings of R to subsets S~ of the input sets S. The elements of S usually involve matrices over I [xl , • .. , x,] . , x,] such that the degree of A in x~ is at most m~. For s = 0, we let P(c, ml, "" , m,) denote P(c) and P*(ml, ." , m,) denote Ip. Let M(m, n, U) denote the set of all m × n matrices with elements in the set U. The sets S~ will then be nearly or completely specified by requiring the matrices input to be in either M (m, n, P(c, ml , "" , m~) ) or in M (m, n, P* (ml , "-, m~)) for some s.
Since sequences of degree bounds ml, ..
• , m, occur frequently, we let ha, denote the vector (mj, .-., me) while letting m0 denote the null vector ~. The sequences (ml, • " , m,) will be used interehangeably with m~. Hence P(c, mi, ... , m,) is the same as P(c, me), and so on. Similarly for a second sequence of degree bounds nl, .--, n, and the corresponding vector n,. By defining ~ = m~ W 1 we obtain the frequently recurring quantity 17I~=~ #~, which is, for example, the maximum number of terms of an element in P(c, me). For s = 0, the value of ~=1 ~i is taken to be 1, and in a similar fashion the value of ~=I ~i is taken to be 0.
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The analysis requires that we know the computing times for operations of infiniteprecision integers. Such times are best given in terms of the lengths of integers and the log function using an arbitrary and unspecified base/3 suffices for this. For example, the times to add and multiply positive integers c and d are ~-~ (log c) + (log d) and (log c)(logd), respectively, and the times for these operations between integer coefficients of A E P (c, ms) and B E P (d, n,) are ,~. log c + log d and ,~, (log c) (log d), respectively.
The algorithms are designed so that they can operate on mathematical objects (polynomials, matrices, vectors) which are represented as list structures. This has, in fact, been done [24, 15] using Collins' SAC-1 System for Symbolic and Algebraic Calculation (see [12] for an overview of this system). The general analysis which follows is valid for this particular kind of implementation. This takes into account those additional operations for space management, including the time for the dynamic erasure of list structures, which is required by reference count systems.
As mentioned earlier, in implementations of the algorithms, the primes p employed for mod-p homomorphisms are large---nearly as large as can fit in a machine word. For example, on the Univac 1108, with a 36-bit word, the primes are ordinarily greater than 109. [10] and [11] , respectively (see also [8] ). The times for those basic operations which are omitted can be easily derived. For A E P (c, ml, • • • , ms), s >_ 0, the time to apply a mod-p homomorphism ~p to A is ~ (log c) II~=1 (mi -t-1 ). In constructing A from images A* = ~ (A) in P* (ml, ... , ms) by the Chinese Remainder Algorithm, the time to compute the hth iterate is ~ h.II~=z(mi + 1). ForA E P*(ml, -" , m,), s > 1, the time to apply an evaluation homomorptfism ~a to A is ,~, ~I~=1 (ml -t-1). In constructing A from images A* = ~ (A) in P* (m~, • • -, m~_~) by the Incremental Interpolation Algorithm, the time to compute the hth iterate is ~ (h -4-1 ) .
II~---~ (mi -t-1 ).
Now let us consider matrix multiplication and, in particular, the evaluation homomorphism algorithm MCPMPY. Let TMCPMPY (m, n, q, ms, n~) denote the maximum 
T~Mpy ~ (log ncd ) . [mnq ( ~_~ M)+ mn {(logc)C-~ t~)
1)ROOF. The time to compute the bound K in step 1 can be shown to be ,.~ ran(log c) (I~=x ~i) + nq(log d) (YI~-i ~i) q-n(log c) (log d) = T1'. Moreover, if t is the number of primes required, then t ,~ log K ,~ log ncd. So the number of times steps 2, 3, and 4 are executed is ~ log ned and we have by PMPY is ~ (log cd) (1/~i ~i) (log cd d-~=i hi), as given in [14] . Let TeRra (m, n, r) be the maximum computing time function of CRRE for C E M (m, n, Ip) and C of rank r.
T~ ~ (logncd)[mn(log c) (~ ~) + nq(log d) (~II ~,)1 = T2', Ta ~ (logncd).TMci~Mpv(m,
THEOREM 17. TcRRE ,~ mnr. PROOF. Let Jc = (jl, • " , jr) and j0 = 0. Consider the forward elimination and in particular the kth pivot operation. There are at most (jk --jk-1) (m -k + 1) elements tested for zero and at most n(m -k + 1) elements moved. Referring to Eq. (13) in Section 3.2, there are (n -jk W 1) multiplications of pivot row elements and at most 2(m --k)(n -jk --{-1) arithmetic operations to perform the elimination on rows k T 1,.-. , m. Thus the number of operations (arithmetic and moving) for the kth pivot operation is at most 5n (m -k --{-1 ). The time for any arithmetic operation in Ip is bounded, and it may be safely assumed that the time for each move is likewise bounded. Since ~ffil n (m -k + 1) _< mnr, the time for the forward elimination is ~ mnr. It can be easily verified that the time for the back substitution is ~ n~, that the time to compute C from D is ,~, nr, and that the time to construct the nondiagonal part W for C is ~ hr. Since all other computation is ,~ mnr, clearly TCRRE ,~ mnr.
To establish the theorem, we now show that TCRRE > mnr. This will be accomplished if an m × n matrix C of rank r can be found such that during the forward elimination, the kth pivot is found in row k and column k (i. (1) and (2) depend on the probabilities of occurrence of the following events (1') and (2'), respectively:
(1') the use of a rejected homomorphism 0; (2') a premature equality test success (i.e. one followed by an unsuccessful substitution test). We now sketch arguments which infer that the probabilities of the occurrence of (1') or (2') are very small.
Consider first the possible use of a rejected homomorphism 0 for a matrix C. From Theorem 10 we know that 0 is rejected if and only if 0(~k (C)) = 0 for some k : 1 <: k < r. large primes p are used, as stated in Section 4.1, convincing arguments can be given which show that the probabilities of ~I'a (~k (C)) = 0 or ~,p (~k (C)) = 0 occurring are very small. Summing over k yields still very small probabilities [24] . We note that similar arguments have been given by Brown [8] for a modular algorithm for multivariate polynomial GCD calculation.
The treatment of premature equality test successes is similar. A sequence of matrix iterates C (1), C (2), --. is computed, and the equality test succeeds when C (k) = C (k-l) for some k. Consider corresponding entries of the C (~), A1, As, • • • , and let t be the least integer such that A~ = Ai-1 for all i ~ t. We consider the probability that Ak ---Ak-1, k ( t. Suppose an evaluation homomorphism ~ is applied to compute Ak E 1~ [xl, • " , x,] by the Incremental Interpolation Algorithm. Letting As for rejected homomorphisms, if large primes are used, convincing arguments can be given to support the assertion that the probabilities of occurrence of T~ (fk) = 0 or ~p (fk) = 0 are very small. Summing over k yields still small probabilities. Moreover, the probability that all corresponding entries of C (k) and C (~-~) are simultaneously prematurely equal is indeed much smaller (again see [24] ).
Thus it will be a rare occurrence when a homomorphism (mod-p or evaluation) is applied that is not an accepted homomorphism. So, with high probability, the canonical DRRE form C for C is being computed. Should a rejected homomorphism occur, it would rarely be followed by another, and so a minimal amount of computation would be expended on it. In addition, since it is unlikely that a premature equality success will occur, it is with high probability that equality first occurs for C (k) = C (k-l) = C. If we were to account for all the possible "bad" cases (involving rejected homomorphisms) that might occur, along with the additional computation involved, the task of obtaining maximum or average computing times would be quite difficult. Moreover, in view of the fact that the chances are extremely small that a significant number of rejected homomorphisms occ.urs, it is reasonable to perform the computing time analysis under the assumption that no rejected homomorphisms occur and no premature equality test successes occur. Thus it can be expected that all homomorphisms are employed to construct the canonical DRRE form C. The computing time dominance relations so obtained should consequently be accurate and meaningful.
The approach is thus to obtain maximum computing times under th~se assumptions for the middle and outer algorithms. We begin with the middle algorithm, CPRRE. Let TCPRRE(m, n, r, m,) denote the maximum computing time function of CPRRE for C E M(m, n, P*(m,)) and C of rank r. Define t~i = mi + 
Pnool, ~. For s = 0, the algorithm simply applies CRRE in step 1, and so Tce~a~ Tc~a~ ~ mnr. Suppose s _> 1. Steps 1, 2, and 10 are each executed once. Since no evaluation homomorphisms are discarded, step 6 is executed once, and since no premature equality test successes occur, step 9 is also executed just once. Since the nonzero elements of C are determinants of order r, by applying Theorem 4 we see that each element TCrRRE(m, n, r, rn,_l) , the latter holding since C* has the same rank r as C under the hypothesis that no rejected evaluation homomorphisms occur. The time for step 5 is ~ m and the time for step 6 is ~ rn. Consider the interpolations of step 7 and note that each polynomial interpolant has degree less than rm in x~. The time for the jth polynomial interpolation is thus
The number of such interpolations is ,~, r(n -r) + 1 _< r(n -r + 1), and so the time for each execution of step 7 is ~ r '+1 (n --r + 1)Ms. Each execution of step 8 involves at most r (n --r + 1) polynomial subtractions, where the time for each is ~ j. II~-:~ rm at the jth iteration. So the time for an execution of step 8 is ~ r ~+~ (n -r + 1)M,. Assuming a fixed time to obtain the degree of a polynomial, it is easily shown that the time for step 10 is ~-~ ran. The time for step 11 is ~ 1. Consider now step 9, the substitution test. The time to construct matrices C' and C" is ~< ran. 
• In'+ (n'--r-+-1)(logrc-+-~-'t~i)]+n(n' --r+l). i=,
PROOF. The analysis of PLES is quite similar to that of CPRRE. Steps 1 and 9 are executed at most once, and as implied by the assumptions, steps 5 and 8 are each executed once. The remaining steps 2, 3, 4, 6, and 7 form a loop which is iterated t times, where t is the number of primes pi required for successive iterates C (t-l) and C (t) to be equal and to satisfy the substitution test. If C (t) is not a DRRE form (~R for C, then continuation of the iterations would eventually yield C (t') = 0~, which is by hypothesis C. Hence by Theorems 3 and 4 we have CH E M(m, n', P(r! c r, rml, ... , rms)), and by the Chinese Remainder Theorem we have C (t) in this set also. If a is the maximum of the magnitudes of the integer coefficients of the elements of (~n, then pl "'" pt ,~. a < r! c ~ _< (re) ~, and so t ~-~ log pl "" pt ~ log (rc) r = r(log re). Thus the number of executions of steps 2, 3, 4, 6, and 7 is ~ r(log re).
The following is a list of the dominating functions for the times for single executions of the steps: step 1, 1; step 2, ran'. (log c)Ms ; step 3, Tcpa~E(m, n', r, m,); step 4, m; step 5, r(n' --r + 1); step 6, r(n' --r + 1).r~+l(log rc)M~ ; step 7, r(n" --r + 1). r '+1 (log rc)M~ ; step 8, mr '+2 (n' --r + 1 ) (log re)Me (log rc + M/) ; step 9, n (n' --r + 1 ). The verification of these computing times is very similar to that in Theorem 18 for CPRRE. We note in particular regarding step 6 that time to apply the Chinese Remainder Algorithm to a polynomial (or integer) is ~ r(log rc). 1"I~=1 r~, since each is in P (r! c ~, rm~, . • • , rm,), as discussed above. The times for the remaining steps can be easily verified, with the exception of the substitution test in step 8 which we now consider.
The time for step 8 is dominated by the time to compute C'W and d. C". Consider first the computation of C'W. Defining ni = ~vnl , ul = nl + 1, li = m~ + n~ , and M --l~ +l, we have that the time to compute C'W is ,~ TMMP~ On, r, n' --r, c, m~, (rc) ~, n,). Referring to the dominating function of Theorem 14, the following dominating (or codominating) functions are obtained which correspond to the four terms within the brackets: (a) ~ turn-l-l(?/, p --r + 1)M,, (b) ~ mrM~(log c + raM,'), (c) ~-~ r '+2 (n' -r + 1 )M, (log rc + M,'), (d) ~ mr ~+1 (n' -r + 1)M, (log rc + M,'). Clearly, (d) dominates the other functions, and so by substituting into the bound of Theorem 14 and applying codominance, we find that the time to compute C'W is ~ mr "+2 (n' --r + 1 ). (log rc)M,(log re+ M,'). Similarly, applying Theorem 16, we find that the time to compute d. C" is dominated by this same function.
A single dominance relation for PLES is now obtained from the total times for all the steps. It is easy to show that the times for steps 1, 4, and 5 are dominated by the time It is quite common to have m, n, and n' on the same order of magnitude and also to have rank r on the order of m and n. For example, in solving a single system of linear equations, we ordinarily have n = m and n' = n + q = m + 1, and in matrix inversion n m and n' = = n + q = 2m. Computing time bounds for these applications are contained in the following corollary, in which the above conditions are stated more formally. COROLLARY 7. If n r ~ 1 and n' --~ n ~ m, then TP~.Es ,~< m'+3~(log mc)(m + q(~ + log mc)) ~ m~+4~(log mc)(~ + log mc). Better bounds can, of course, be obtained for speeial eases; e.g. for single systems of linear equations, TpLES ~< m"+3U ' (Iog mc)(m + U + log c). Moreover, only one prime need normally be applied in PLES to deteet an inconsistent system, and in this ease only steps 1, 2, 3, and 4 are executed, each onee. Henee the dominating functions for this special ease can be mueh smaller than those given in Theorem 19.
Conclusion
It has been asserted that the modular homomorphism algorithm is superior to the exact division algorithm for the solution of linear equations with integer or polynomial coefficients. A comparison of the computing time dominating functions will reveal this. Suppose first that the classical algorithms for polynomial multiplication and division are used. Then, for the exact division algorithm (ED), the maximum computing time functions can be shown to satisfy TED ~ m2*+4(m + q)~2"(1og mc) 2 = T~D under the same assumptions as in Corollary 7 (giving dominating function TILES). In fact, it is quite 
is a good measure of the comparative efficiency of these algorithms. Thus for reasonably large integers (i.e. _>~, the radix base of the number representation), this ratio will be at least m for s = 0, and at least m*+l~ '-1 for s _> 1. In fact, it may be quite a bit larger, since for large problems the quantity in brackets in (16) is much larger than 1. Now suppose that the modular homomorphism algorithms are used for polynomial multiplication and division, as given in [14] , in the exact division algorithm (ED'). Considering only the multiplications used in the forward elimination, the term con-
